In two-axis servo contour motion control, friction and various uncertainties unavoidably exist, reducing the contour control accuracy. is paper proposes a neural network contour error coupling control method based on LuGre friction compensation, which includes a contour error calculation model, single-axis computed torque controller (CTC), and neural network friction compensation controller. e LuGre friction model can describe servo system's complicated static and dynamic friction characteristics, and the RBF neural network has a universal approximation property to realize compensation control of friction. Simulation results indicate that the proposed contour error control method can effectively compensate for the effect of friction and improve contour control accuracy.
Introduction
Contour accuracy is an important factor that determines the surface quality of a workpiece and a necessary condition to guarantee high-precision machining [1, 2] . To improve contour accuracy, we must design a high-performance contour controller. Besides, in the multiaxis servo motion system kinetic model, various uncertain nonlinearities [3, 4] and various disturbances unavoidably exist, so we must design an effective control strategy to solve the impact of nonlinear uncertainty, thereby improving contour control accuracy.
Friction is a very complicated, nonlinear, and uncertain natural phenomenon [5, 6] . Friction will not only cause the wear of parts, but also reduce the mechanical strength of parts and even produce thermal deformation and thermal fatigue, thus affecting a motor's normal running. Friction also causes the servo system to jump and crawl at low speed and causes waveform distortion when speed crosses zero, which makes the system unable to maintain smooth running [7] . For a servo system with high-precision and high-stability requirements, friction is an important factor affecting system performance. erefore, in a mechanical motion system, if friction is not compensated for properly, it will seriously affect the system's servo tracking performance. For a multiaxis motion system, once friction has led to the deterioration of a certain axis's servo tracking performance, then the overall contour control performance will be affected. With the development of precision manufacturing, in order to achieve high-performance precision contour motion control, we must study the compensation of friction. Neural network has a universal approximation property and can approximate any nonlinear function with any precision [8] [9] [10] [11] . Especially, the RBF neural network, as a local approximation network, is characterized by being fast to learn, and with this characteristic, the RBF neural network can be used for compensation control of friction that has complex nonlinear characteristics.
In view of the fact that friction in the multiaxis servo system will degrade the system's tracking control performance and contour control performance, this paper proposes a neural network contour error coupling control algorithm based on friction compensation. is paper uses the LuGre dynamic friction model that can reflect the vast majority of friction characteristics in reality; the RBF neural network is used to approximate the LuGre friction model and serves together with the computed torque control as a single-axis tracking controller, which is combined with a contour error calculation module to form a total contour error controller. At last, a simulation study on a two-dimensional linear servo motor is conducted to verify the effectiveness of the control scheme proposed herein.
System Description

System Model.
With the two-dimensional linear servo motor as a controlled object, its Cartesian space dynamic model is as follows:
in which q, _ q, € q are 2 × 1 position vector, speed vector, and acceleration vector, respectively. D � diag[D 1 , D 2 ] and C � diag[C 1 , C 2 ] are 2 × 2 inertia and viscous friction coefficient diagonal matrix, respectively, and
e LuGre friction model assumes that two rigid bodies in relative motion microcosmically contact through an elastic mane, and the material rigidity on the lower surface is greater than that on the upper surface [12, 13] . In the presence of an external force because of tangential force, the mane undergoes a deformation and thus generates friction. e establishment of the model is based on mane's average deformation behavior, and it can describe most of the static and dynamic characteristics that can be observed in practice and accurately describe the friction phenomenon in the multiaxis numerical control system. erefore, the friction torque in this paper considers the LuGre friction model.
Mane's average deformation is expressed by intermediate state variable z [14] :
in which _ v is relative motion speed of contact surface and g( _ v) indicates different friction effects. e total friction torque of the LuGre model is described as
in which σ 0 and σ 1 are dynamic friction parameters, i.e., mane's rigidity coefficient and damping coefficient, respectively; F c , F s , α, and V s are static friction parameters, respectively expressed as coulomb friction coefficient, static friction coefficient, viscous friction coefficient, and Stribeck switching speed. e LuGre friction model uses the first-order differential equation to describe many friction characteristics, including friction phenomena such as presliding, rising static friction, and friction memory, and it can also well describe the Stribeck effect, including most of the characteristics that can be observed in experiments and can well simulate real friction phenomena.
Contour Error Definition.
In the actual high-speed machining process, due to the influence of various factors such as parameters mismatch of motion axes, multiaxis coordinated motion and friction, and load disturbance, contour error will inevitably emerge, and it is usually shown as the superposition of single-axis tracking errors and multiaxis-coordinated motion error. Tracking error is, in single-axis motion control, the difference between actual position response and reference position. Servo system's parameter settings such as friction, vibration, and external disturbance in the machining process can all cause tracking error. Contour error is, in a multiaxis motion control system, the minimum distance between the actual position and contour machining trajectory [15] .
Definition of contour error is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows contour errors of tracking circular trajectory and free-form trajectory. In Figure 1 , P d is any operating point's reference position and P a is the actual motion position at that time. In the given trajectory tracking control process, e is tracking error, e x and e y are tracking errors of x-axis and y-axis, respectively, and ε is contour error. θ is the positive angle between contour trajectory's reference point tangent and x-axis.
Circular contour's contour error is expressed as below:
in which (P dx , P dy ) and (P ax , P ay ) are contour trajectory's reference point coordinate and actual coordinate position, respectively. L x � − sin θ and L y � cos θ.
Similarly, circular contour's contour error can also be expressed as below:
in which (n x , n y ) are center coordinates of an inscribed circle at P d and R is radius of circle. P dx − n x � R sin θ − e x and P dy − n y � − R cos θ − e y , and formula (5) can also be organized as follows:
Second-order Maclaurin expansion of formula (6) is as follows:
As tracking error is usually far smaller than the radius of circular contour, when second-order and higher order terms are ignored, from the above formula, it can be expressed as
in which L x � − sin θ + e x /2R and L y � cos θ + e y /2R. For contour trajectories of arbitrary shapes, contour errors can also be obtained by formula (8).
Design of Contour Error Coupling Controller
e structure of contour error coupling control proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , q xd , q yd are the two axes' reference positions, q x , q y are the two axes' actual output positions, and ε x , ε y are the two axes' contour errors. e controller is mainly composed of a single-axis computed torque tracking controller (computed torque control, CTC), neural network friction compensation controller, contour error calculation module, and two-axis servo system with LuGre friction. To reduce the effect of contour error, multiply each axis's contour error by zoom factor m, and then add respectively to each axis control object.
e specific work process is as follows:
(1) From each axis's reference input position and actual output obtain the two axes' tracking errors e x , e y (2) Put the two axes' tracking errors through contour error calculation module to obtain the contour errors (3) Put the two axes' tracking errors, respectively, through x, y single-axis CTC and the neural network friction compensation controller to calculate control quantities u x , u y (4) Multiply the two axes' contour errors by zoom factor, superpose them onto control quantities, and export the total control quantity to each axis servo actuator (5) Act the total control quantity on each axis servo actuator for contour motion control
Design of Neural Network Controller Based on LuGre
Friction Compensation. For the linear servo motor control system expressed by formula (1), if friction torque is disregarded, we can use the following computed torque control:
in which q d is desired trajectory, q is actual output trajectory, e and _ e are single-axis position tracking error and speed tracking error, respectively, and k p , k d are control gain.
If friction is disregarded, then CTC is asymptotic and stable, and we can obtain a stable closed-loop error system:
But, in an actual mechanical motion control system, friction is unavoidable. Control law (9) is introduced into the linear motor model (1) 
Take x � (e, _ e) T and make f � − D − 1 0 F, and the above formula can be written as
As friction parameters are hard to identify, it is hard to build an accurate friction model, and even though an accurate friction model is built, its complex expression(s) will make the model-based friction compensation control method hard to implement. In view of neural network's universal approximation property of approximating any nonlinear function with any precision, below we will use the RBF neural network to carry out approximation and compensation of LuGre model's uncertainty f � − D − 1 0 F. e neural network f(x) estimates LuGre friction model's uncertainty f, expressed as below:
in which
, and c i and σ i are the center and width of the i th Gaussian function.
For any given small positive number r 0 , there must be an optimal weight vector W * , which makes neural network's approximation error Δf satisfy the following relation:
in which W * � arg min
indicating neural network's optimal weight vector, and ‖ · ‖ is vector's 2-norm.
Take η as neural network's approximation error, i.e.,
in which W � W − W * . Formula (12) can be expressed as
Define Lyapunov function: 
in which Q ≥ 0. Make ‖W‖ 2 � tr(W T W), and
As
then
Select the following neural network weight adaptive law:
in which k 1 > 0. Introduce the above neural network weight adaptive law into formula (22) to obtain
To make the system converge, i.e., _ V ≤ 0, the following conditions need to be met:
in which λ min (Q) and λ max (P) are minimum eigenvalue of matrix Q and maximum eigenvalue of matrix P, respectively, and η 0 is the upper bound of neural network's approximation error, which satisfies ‖η T ‖ ≤ ‖η 0 ‖. Formula (25) is organized as follows:
which shows x's radius of convergence is related to λ min (Q), λ max (P), η 0 , and W max . e greater λ min (Q) is, the smaller λ max (P), η 0 , and W max are, and the smaller x's radius of convergence is, the better the system's trajectory tracking performance is. In summary, the complete control input torque of the neural network friction compensation control algorithm for the uniaxial servo system is 
(27)
Simulation Analysis
To verify the effectiveness of the contour error coupling control method proposed, herein, we conduct a contour motion control simulation study on the two-axis linear servo motor system with LuGre friction expressed by formula (1) . Due to different load changes and environmental conditions, the two axes' model parameters do not match exactly, which causes contour error. In simulation, different x-axis and y-axis simulation parameters are selected to reflect such parameters mismatch. .0, respectively. Unit circular contour whose tracking curve radius is 1 is selected: L � (q dx (t), q dy (t)) ∈ R 2 : q dx (t) � sin(t), q dy (t) � cos(t)}. Simulink and S function are used for the design of control system, and simulation results are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 (a) shows the two axes' position tracking, where the solid line is single-axis desired trajectory, and the dotted line is the actual motion trajectory. Figure 3(b) is two-axis tracking error and Figures 3(c) and 3(d) are circular contour input and contour output, respectively, Figure 3 (e) is twoaxis Lugre friction and its neural network approximation, which shows that friction is approximated effectively by neural networks and Figure 3 (f ) is contour error. e simulation results can visually reflect the system's control effect under the action of the neural network controller.
In order to better reflect the contour control performance of the control algorithm proposed in this paper and the effect of compensation of its friction, we will compare it with the following two cases. Simulation effect comparison of these three cases is shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 (a) is the comparison of circular contour outputs in three situations: with the action of neural network friction compensation proposed in this paper, with the action of friction compensation by the robust controller, and without the action of friction compensation; Figure 4(b) shows contour errors under the three kinds of controller; and Figures 4(c) and 4(d) are the comparison of the two axes' contour tracking errors. We can clearly see that, under the action of computed torque control (CTC) alone there are obvious contour errors, and through the robust controller action, the tracking error and contour error are improved slightly, while through neural network's compensation action on LuGre friction contour error is obviously improved. At the same time, the two axes' tracking errors are obviously reduced. Comparison of errors under the action of these three control methods is shown in Table 1 .
We can visually find from the error comparison table that under the action of the CTC and neural network friction compensation controller the tracking errors and contour errors are both slight. Compared with the robust friction compensation controller, x-axis's average tracking error drops from 0.0036 to 0.0014, y-axis's average tracking error decreases from 0.0024 to 0.00064, average contour error drops from 0.0033 to 0.0013, and contour accuracy is improved 2.5 times. Compared with the CTC alone, x-axis's average tracking error drops from 0.0184 to 0.0014 and y-axis's average tracking error greatly decreases from 0.0107 to 0.00064. Contour error is also improved significantly, and average contour error drops from 0.0157 to 0.0013 and contour accuracy is improved 12 times.
Conclusions
In a mechanical motion control system, friction is unavoidable and would reduce the servo tracking performance, thereby affecting the contour control performance. Considering that the LuGre dynamic friction model can well reflect the typical actual friction characteristics, this paper proposes a neural network contour error coupling controller based on LuGre friction compensation. e controller includes a contour error calculation module, a single-axis computed torque control, and a RBF neural network friction compensation controller. e proposed neural network friction compensation control, the robust friction compensation control, and the nonfriction compensation control are applied to the two-axis servo motor, respectively.
e comparison of simulation results shows that, under the action of singleaxis computed torque control, single-axis tracking error and contour error are both very obvious, and the effect is improved under the action of the robust controller, but the effect is the best under the action of neural network friction compensation. Under the action of the control method proposed in this paper, single-axis tracking control error and two-axis contour error are greatly reduced. Compared with the case without friction compensation, x-axis maximum tracking error, y-axis maximum tracking Mathematical Problems in Engineering error, and maximum contour error dropped to 29.2%, 9.09%, and 10.31%, respectively. It proves that the influence of friction is effectively compensated and the proposed control method has a good control effect.
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